4-5 Thin on the ground
Local authority budget cuts have left private service sector workers at greatly increased risk. Over-stretched safety inspectors don’t have the time to protect you.
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10-11 Strains and sprains
A bad boss is a pain. GMB rehabilitation prize. Small firm bad backs. UNISON cleaner research. Ergonomia.

12-13 Safety is a human right
The Human Rights Act gives workers more rights to safe, healthy work and places health and safety enforcement agencies under the spotlight.

15 Overworked
Depressing news. Burnout Britain. Stress at work.

16-17 Working alone
Health and safety risks don’t stop when everyone else goes home. Hazards gives the essential guidance on lone working.

18-19 Sustainable, safe and secure jobs
Moving from polluting, environmentally unfriendly jobs to the safe, sustainable and socially productive jobs of tomorrow.
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Official watchdogs missed an epidemic of industrial disease at a UK chemical factory. Unions didn’t.

21 Asbestos must go
Europe is on the way to its asbestos ban. Now an international campaign is demanding a global phase out.

22-23 Safety reps are moving on!
A new roving safety reps scheme is to start. It’s bigger and better than the last pilot scheme - but has it learned all the lessons?
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